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ABSTRACT
The concept of the digital twin calls for virtual replicas of real world products. Achieving this requires
a sophisticated network of models that have a level of interconnectivity. The authors attempted
to improve model interconnectivity by enhancing the computer-aided design model with spa-
tially related non-geometric data. A tool was created to store, visualize, and search for spatial data
within the computer-aided design tool. This enables both model authors, and consumers to utilize
information inside the CAD tool which traditionally would have existed in separate software.
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1. Introduction

Model-based definition (MBD) is an emerging paradigm
which utilizes 3D-CAD models to carry engineering
information. The introduction of CAD tools led to the
realization that drawings may no longer be the best
method to communicate information. The 3D format
offers significant advantages over its 2D counterpart. In
addition, adoption of MBD offers significant cost and
time savings [14]. One account found that “a savings of
more than $3M annually at a single naval facility will
be generated by implementing MBD” along with “a 33
percent reduction in the development schedule of new
items is expected” and “MBD shall also create a signif-
icant reduction in manufacturing errors, which should
result in a decrease in the amount of rework, providing
significant cost savings.” [18]. Moving forward, model-
based definition efforts will be focused on enhancing
the model-based definition capabilities beyond drawing
information; and this exaptation will likely lead to many
unforeseen benefits and opportunities.

The original focus of MBD concerned the communi-
cation channel between design and manufacturing, but
now it is spreading across the entire organization.Model-
based definition no longer refers solely to design or man-
ufacturing; it is not solely a geometric activity. Modern
model-based definition theory encompasses all aspects
of a product. Model-based definition focuses on how a
product is a composition of multiple models. A single
product is comprised of several distinct aspects; each
aspect, therefore, needs its own model [1, 3, 12]. As a
result, a single product contains multiple models. This
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definition is effective, but what potential is there in their
integration? The integration of the multiple models of a
model-based enterprise is the digital twin. “A digital twin
is an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic
simulation of an as-built vehicle or system that uses the
best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet his-
tory, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding flying
twin” [5]. The digital twin is a perfect replica of a phys-
ical object but it is digital, not physical [5, 15, 18]. This
idea parallels the work related to digital product memory
or semantic product memory. Each physical object has
a digital replica which carries information that describes
a single instance of the digital twin [8]. It achieves this
replication by integrating multiple models together to
create a better image of the physical world. Although the
long-term goal for MBD is the digital twin, the path to
create the necessary model-based enterprise for the dig-
ital twin is unclear. This research explored this problem
by attempting to integrate behavioral attributes with the
shape by the storing of behavioral information within
the computer-aided design model. Current model shar-
ing practices do not communicate adequate information
because, as of now, a CAD model only carries a small
portion of the total product information [11].

2. Background

2.1. Model-based definition - behavior

Model-based definition adoption objectives which orig-
inated in the 1980s and 90s have begun to be realized
bymodel-based definition leaders. Models have assumed
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fully the position that drawings had previously held
[14]. Considering the success of model-based definition,
the time has come to expand MBD beyond drawing
related information. A possible next step would be to
develop the roadmap for the digital twin. The digital
twin paradigm garners wide support due to the poten-
tial benefits and improvements such as automation and
intelligence. Although the digital twin is an appealing
concept, it lacks formality. Creating a digital twin has
numerous challenges. For example, there is no road map
for its implementation, and it is also not clear what infor-
mation or models need to be integrated. These are major
challenges for the development of the digital twin. How-
ever, what is understood is that the digital twin is a
composition of disparate digital models which gives rise
to a higher fidelity model of a product. Therefore, this
research focused on the following: whichmodels need to
be integrated, and how to integrate them into the digi-
tal twin. These two questions were explored through the
integration of behavior and geometry in the computer-
aided design model [16].

Behavior does not refer to the performance of a prod-
uct, but instead refers to the physical manifestations that
occur in a specific part in response to external stimuli
[4]. The external stimuli can hypothetically, be anything,
but they will most often be restricted to other parts in
the system, as well as the operating environment. Behav-
ior is an output of a system of relationships between
an objects physical characteristics and its external stim-
uli. The material, material structure, and shape are some
examples of physical characteristics that affect behavior.
Due to the high complexity of behavior, there have been
several research efforts that have attempted to analyze a
product’s behavior [4, 9, 11, 13]. One model of behav-
ior emphasizes the interaction of structure, function and
behavior [4]. Another model defines it in terms of behav-
ior and structure, but emphasizes the relationship of
external stimuli to a changing behavior state [17]. These
two models support the theory that behavior emerges
from the physical structure; it is behavior, in effect, which
creates the function.

Historically, however, the structure has defined a
product. Structure is the physical characteristics of a part
[4]. It includes shape, material, and all other attributes
which communicate its physical characteristics. This is
arguably the most understood aspect of an object. Tra-
ditionally, a structure would be prototyped and tested
in order to determine its behavior. Once a structure’s
behavior was certified, it was considered “complete.” The
structure would be designed to deliver a desired behavior,
and this behavior was analyzed to determine if it met the
functional requirements. Desirable behaviors, achieved
through the physical structure and external stimuli, are

functions [4]. These functions ultimately drive our phys-
ical structure even though they are a byproduct of the
physical structure by means of behavior. It appears to
be counterintuitive that the behavior drives the prod-
uct’s purpose, but its use is for verification rather than
design. This is because our most effective design meth-
ods were structurally based.Without modern computing
power, we could not efficiently predict behavior. It was
necessary to build the structure and physically stress it.
Model-based definition and the digital twin provides a
new opportunity [11]. Using computer simulation and
modeling, we are now capable of replicating the world
at a level never before seen. The digital twin calls for the
integration ofmultiplemodels into onemaster definition,
and maybe it is then possible to change altogether how a
product is designed. Researchers have already begun to
find success in creating alternate structures by integrat-
ing behavior into structural design processes [13]. One
example integrates behavior more readily into the design
process to allow for more creativity. It lessens the con-
trol that structure currently has over our design processes
and thereby creating the opportunities to findmore effec-
tive designs [13]. Anothermethod is the specification of a
behavior for a structure. Designers wouldmanually input
the purpose behind a structure so that downstream infor-
mation consumers would better understand the purpose
behind the structure. This altogether avoided the integra-
tion of multiple models, but it did enrich the structural
definition by allowing for the communication of behavior
[19]. Moving forward in model-based definition requires
the integration of behavior and shape so that the digital
twin can become a reality.

Defining a function based on the behavior is chal-
lenging, because we understand relatively poorly the
link—behavior— between structure and function [11]. It
is not easy to identify the behavior of a given structure
without some analysis tool, and even with analysis there
are multiple behaviors which contribute to a functional
part. Because our verification of behavior is based off
the structure, it became the ultimate test for capabilities.
Although the definition of a product is captured and ver-
ified through the structure, it may be possible to do this
through behavior, because ultimately it is the behavior
that drives a function.

Products are designed to be specific shapes. These
shapes ultimately become how they are validated for per-
formance. The shape becomes validation specifications,
how a part is evaluated against its functional specifica-
tions. Current processes use geometry as the validation
specifications.

Once an object wasmanufactured, inspection checked
its shape to ensure it fell within the validated specifi-
cations. Humans would constrain an object down to a
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Figure 1. Model of the acceptable variation of a product. (a)
Shape specifications and (b) functional specifications.

specific and tested shape, because our methods for anal-
ysis were too expensive for any other method. This led
to the wide adoption of shape specifications, a highly
constrained and understood shape and material that
could deliver the desirable behavior. Shape specifications,
Fig. 1(a), are the possible variations of a product within
a specific geometric definition which meet the prerequi-
site performance parameters. This is the current level of
validation specification. However, there is a vast array of
variation which can still meet the necessary functional
objectives of the product. These variations have simply
not been evaluated.

All possible variations of a product definition that
accomplish all performance parameters, even the geom-
etry configurations that are not used, are functional spec-
ifications. An image of this can be seen in Fig. 1(b).
This image represents that the possible ways to achieve a
function are highly variable, and the specific constraints
that are placed on a product are not the only shape that
could work. The shape specification is always a sub-
set of functional specifications. The relationship between
Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(b) can be seen in Fig. 2(a). A con-
crete example to support these concepts can be under-
stood through airplane designs. As a team decides on
the performance parameters of the plane they shape the
functional specifications, Fig. 1(b). The amount of lift,
the speed, or mission range. These don’t select specifics
necessarily but they shape what is possible. Shape speci-
fications, Fig. 1(a), select specific geometries. The wing
span, curvature of the wings, or fuel tank. There are
feasible designs which are not selected within the func-
tional specifications because it was not cost efficient
to test all manufacturing variations. If the wing span
came out larger then validated, or smaller, then the
part would either need to be validated or scrapped.
This can be applied to any component within the plane.
Something as simple as a nut that measured outside
Fig. 1(a), but sits within Fig. 1(b) would require val-
idation or it was scrapped. The digital twin is reach-
ing towards the functional specification instead of shape
specification, because it is becoming more cost efficient

Figure 2. Shape specifications as a subset of functional specifica-
tions, and the expansionof shape specifications utilizingbehavior.
(a) Shape specifications within functional, and (b) expansion of
shape specifications using behavior.

to evaluate a product for its functional specification
instead.

By incorporating behavioral information into the
shape specification, it expands the validation specifica-
tion, as can be seen in Fig. 2(b). What constitutes a
functional part, is not necessarily a shape; therefore, the
definition of a product should evolve to better fit with
our capabilities.However, amajor challengewith leverag-
ing the behavioral information is that multiple behaviors
ultimately contribute to functionality. Utilizing multiple
behavioral models without bias is an important aspect of
design verification through behavior [4]. This research
sought to expand the tools for definition to leverage this
understanding of a product.

Current PLM tools can store information in sepa-
rate forms within a database, but this does not build
the relationship needed for a digital twin. They exist as
separate entities categorized together instead of creat-
ing a more sophisticated definition. This problem was
also explored via knowledge-based representations, and
focused on creating associations between the different
models. The researchers documented the difficulty of
associating non-geometric information with geometric
information, and the corresponding difficulties which
arise due to unidentified associations [5]. The goal of this
research was to build associations between behavior and
shape through the 3D-CAD model, but to do this the
CADmodel needed extending. Therefore, the computer-
aided design tool was enhanced to accommodate for the
storage and retrieval of behavioral information in the 3D-
CAD model. This leads to a second important question,
what behavioral information can and should be stored in
the CAD model. This question is best answered by those
implementing anMBD implementation, as the needs and
information vary between industries. This research did
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select a specific type of information with which to use in
storage.

The research focused on spatially indexed informa-
tion. This refers to characteristics of the object that will
vary across the surface or throughout the volume of the
object. An example of this would be how the surface of
an object will never be perfectly flat using today’s man-
ufacturing methods. This difference between nominal
topology and actual topology affects the behavior of the
part. It is not only geometric information, but also could
be physical characteristics such as hardness or residual
stress. This research effort sought to integrate behavior
and into the CAD model by enriching the model-based
definition with behavioral data. The behavioral datasets
are stored inside the CAD model in the locations that
they reference. The CAD model acts as an index for
the behavioral datasets. This tool could provide a sig-
nificant advantage to those exploring the CAD model
and begin the necessary integration for the digital twin.
Normally separate models would be registered together
by embedding the data generated, by separate models,
in the computer-aided design model. This work repre-
sents an effort to bring MBD to a more refined state,
and chart the path towards the digital twin goal. This
research set forth to explore possible methods for storing
and retrieving information from within the CADmodel.
It led to the development of a software which is capable
of storage and retrieval of information in the 3D-CAD
model.

2.2. Model-based definition – tools and
methodologies

Model-based definition’s maturation has spurred dis-
parate research efforts to improve a product’s definition.
Cutting edge technologies enable new forms of product
definition. These new forms vary from definition presen-
tation to alternative definitionmethods. This section will
provide details to paint the landscape of MBD research,
and place this technology within it.

A product definition is the method by which humans
structure and understand information which defines an
object. The overall product definition is the sum of a
multitude of domain-specific definitions. Each domain
has its own methods for defining their aspects of the
product definition. For example in early MBD efforts,
the model solely represented the geometric properties.
While physics models would exist separately and define
behavioral attributes. This was done because it was the
most effective method we had. However, technology is
changing our abilities to define products, and enables the
merging of product definitions into a more holistic form.
Researchers have begun exploring a multiple viewpoint

model, which accounts for the numerous stakeholders,
or workflows within an organization [1,3]. One example
research effort in 2017 from Oamer-ali et al. emphasized
the need for presenting information based on the differ-
ent perspectives within the organization. This framework
improves the usability of data by better managing what
information the different facets of an organization need
[12]. What has yet to be decided is how these differ-
ent domain definitions interact, fit together, and carry
information.

Digital productmemory or semantic productmemory
refers to the sensing and capture of information related
to specific physical part [8, 15]. Digital product memory
refers to the one to one aspect of a digital twin instantia-
tion. Each physical object has a digital replica, and infor-
mation which contributes to understanding of the physi-
cal product is carried within. The research presented here
supports the capture of digital product memory, but does
so by utilizing the computer-aided design model as the
repository of information.

The extension of the CAD models abilities to carry
information has been of recent interest to researchers.
Approaches to capture this information have differed
greatly, but often they focus on integrating informa-
tion into the CAD model which normally would be
excluded or left out. One effort enabled the model anno-
tations to carry information related to design intent.
This enhances the CAD model by carrying informa-
tion which helps describe the reasoning behind decisions
that defined the product [2]. Another tool focuses on
improving the communication channel between design
and manufacturing by creating an ontology [6]. Simi-
lar to these tools, most extensions to the CAD tool rest
within the capture and communication of information
in design. Most often when this information is commu-
nicated towards manufacturing. However integration of
different workflows into the MBD are needed to move
towards a digital twin. As stated by Hedberg et al., “How
is information captured effectively andmade available for
designers to evaluate DFx opportunities (e.g. manufac-
turability, producibility, sustainability and other ‘ilities’)
earlier in the design cycle?We expect this to be a difficult
question to answer because capturing the information
happens in various non-standardized ways throughout
industry. Enterprises have developed proprietary data
capture processes, which they treat as trade secrets and
competitive advantage [7].” The tool developed here pro-
vides a method for data capture within the computer-
aided design model. The novelty of this tools emerges
from the integration of datasets which are normally
excluded from the model-based definition. Furthermore,
they can now be cross-referenced within a geometric
setting.
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3. Implementation

3.1. Implementation outline

In the initial phases of the project many different con-
cepts of the MBD philosophy were taken into account.
The goal of this project is to expand the MBD frame-
work and attempt to not make exclusions of the concepts
of the MBD framework. For our software solution, the
development cycles of the project were centered on the
philosophy of the MBD which is agnostic from any spe-
cific software or platform. This greatly influenced the
software solution to use concepts and implementation
methodologies which could be implanted in other soft-
ware packages, not just the one the plug-in was originally
developed in. A decision was made to create a plug-in to
handle the interactions we wanted to have with the CAD
software. The project went through a continual process of
additions andmodifications to the Software Architecture
which would be followed with software development and
user experience (UX) testing.

3.2. Software architecture

As part of the initial development cycles, a software archi-
tecture diagram, see Fig. 3, was created in order to better
visualize what functions would be created in the plug-
in. In order to keep our software solution faithful to
the agnostic MBD philosophy the plug-in was devel-
oped with the most minimal use brand specific software
tools. Much like MBD is not dependent on one particu-
lar product or one particular enterprise size so too should
the plug-in be built so that it does not solely rely on
one product and to be scalable for any enterprise needs.
While it would be possible to create a programwhich can

externally combine data and a model from a CAD pack-
age it was determined to be easier for validation reasons
to create a plug-in which would function with the CAD
package and embed the data within the CAD package. In
this solution there will not be a need to validate the accu-
racy of the CAD model being used but instead all that
will be needed is to validate the data that the plug-in is
connecting to the model.

The research explored multiple software architecture
ideas and implementation methods in order to weigh the
benefits and determinants that could affect the results of
the expanded MBD CAD data. In this research, method-
ologies were selected for the software architecture which
wouldminimize the dependencies of brand specific CAD
software. While this would create more programming
overhead in order to implement a solution it would in
the long run allow the developed software, which imple-
ments the expanded MBD solution, to be more resilient
and less prone to failures from future brand specific CAD
software upgrades or changes. This chosen methodology
would also allow future version of the software architec-
ture to be ported over to other CAD software brands or
to be developed to run independently of a CAD environ-
ment, such as allowing PLM software or other indepen-
dent software packages to interact with the data.

Many CAD packages have software development kits
(SDK) which aid in the creation of plug-ins. However,
many of those SDKs have what we consider to be “black
box” utilities or tools. These are functions, which can be
implemented in plug-ins or user scripts, can do different
tasks with data, such as process “data A” to create “data
Z”.However, these “black box” functions do not allow the
programmer to have any degree of control over the calcu-
lations which happen in-between the input and output of

Figure 3. Functional architecture diagram.
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data. It is also common for those “black box” functions
to not allow for the capture of the different in-between
processed data intermediates. A major issue with these
“black box” functions is that they tend to be specific to the
CAD package; for example, CAD program A may offer a
specific tool that CAD program B does not offer or use.

Creating any plug-in will require the use of brand spe-
cific functions in order to connect the plug-in with a
specific CAD package. The end goal is to minimize the
dependency of those CAD specific packages. By mini-
mizing the reliance on specific CAD package “black box”
functions a software architecture arises where the main
reliance of those “black box” functions is kept primary in
activating the plug in, such as in Fig. 3 section 1.1, and in
safely shutting down the plug-in, such as in Fig. 3 section
1.4. This creates an environment where the core pro-
gramming of the plug-in can mostly remain unmodified
and all that would be needed is to swap out the initiation
and shutdown methodologies implemented that connect
the core programming to a specific CAD package. Also
the data processing functions of the plug-in would be
easier to transfer out to a standalone CAD package inde-
pendent program that could be built to take in a neutral
file formats containing the expanded MBD CADmodel.

The creation and enhancement of the 3D-Model is a
main function of the plug-in as can be seen in Fig. 3
Section 1.2. This demonstrates where the plug-in takes in
external datasets, such as data located in excel or text files,
and brings that information into the CAD package. The
data is embedded into the CAD model or the surround-
ings of the CAD model. Another option for data input,
is using the CAD model as a 3D index. The user could
click a location in the computer-aided design model, and
manually enter in information. Then the information is
embedded into the model. The user has the ability to
manually embed data at a specific location on the model
surface or within themodel, as in embed datamillimeters
or inches within the model. Or the user can add infor-
mation off of the model in the surrounding area, such as
if the user wanted to add information an inch above the
model. The current implementation of the plug-in uses
this method of data embedding so that information can
be embedded at the highest precision level that the native
CAD package can handle. This allows data to be embed-
ded on large features such as face or on fine small objects
such as the scale of an individual vertex.

The current methodology embeds data in the native
CAD package as an object, which will be referred to
as Attribute Marker. This means that the data can be
searched for without the need of the plug-in in cases of
extremely small data sets. The embedded data uses a sim-
ple schema, location in an xyz format an attribute name
and its value. A given xyz location could hold multiple

Attribute Markers each holding only one piece of infor-
mation, such as residual stress equaling a specific amount,
or the Attribute Marker could hold multiple pieces of
information at that given xyz location, such as residual
stress, clearance value, surface roughness, hardness. In
the case ofmultiple attributes being stored at a given loca-
tion there would be only one xyz but then a series of
attribute value attribute value sequences.

The kinds of data that are possible to embed via the
plug-in currently include text and numbers. Following
the schema described above, of xyz location followed by
user defined Attribute Marker and finally numeric value,
will result in the ability for the user to query the CAD
model for any Attribute Marker or patricidal wording
to similar Attribute Markers. As an example if a user
wants to create a list of “manufacturing stress” points to
embed into the CAD model then the user can generate
a csv or Excel worksheet containing “[xyz numeric loca-
tion], manufacturing stress, [numeric representation of
value]”. It is important to note that the user could have
a single dataset to import with mixed Attribute Mark-
ers, such as “manufacturing stress” and “stress of in field
use”. The schema would be the same even though the
user is combining multiple datasets into one file prior to
embedding data, “[xyz numeric location],[name of a sin-
gle AttributeMarker],[numeric representation of value]”.
Users will be able to search for keywords, as explained
in the Software Overview bellow, which would allow the
user to either search just for “manufacturing stress” or for
“stress”, which would provide data for both the Attribute
Markers mentioned. The limitations in the xyz location
currentlymake it such that the informationmust be three
integers separated by a comma, one comma separated
value for each of the planes. The numeric representation
can be expressed by the user as any rational number. It
is important to state that there are no preprogrammed
Attribute Markers in the plug-in. All Attribute Marker
names are determined by the user. The limitations in the
Attribute Marker are currently that there are reserved
characters, by the CAD package which we are imple-
menting our plug-in in, which cannot be used as well
as the fact that we have reserved the use of the comma.
The Attribute Marker naming schema is following regu-
lar expression, regex, of alphanumeric and spaces. This
schema was not expanded to include more ASCII char-
acters to avoid issues where different CAD packages have
reserved different sets of characters. The limitation in the
value for the AttributeMarker is that itmust be a numeric
representation

The data once embedded in the CADmodel can either
be saved in that CAD package’s native format or it can
be saved out to a neutral file format. Compatibility of
the embedded data in the CAD package is exactly the
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same as how that given CAD package handles forward
and backward compatibility between files. If CAD pack-
age A has an old and new version and the old version
will not allow saved files from the new version to be
imported into the old version then data that is embedded
in the new version native CAD package format will not
be imported into the old version. If the old version allows
files from the new version to be imported into the old ver-
sion then the embedded data in the new version can also
be imported in. In the case of the first issue where there is
only a forward compatibility between native saved files
in the CAD package an alternative to getting data that
was created in the new version into the old version can
use a native file format (NFF) to import in the model
and embedded data. The NFF format used by the plug-
in is the STEP format. The compatibility of the emended
data being imported into a given CAD package is depen-
dent on that CAD package’s import system being built to
follow the standards as outlined by the STEP format.

The user also has the ability to decide what kind of
visualization or reportingmethod is best suited to display
the embedded data, which are planned in Fig. 3 section
1.3. The desired information could be displayed directly
onto themodel in several preprogrammedmethods, such
as colored locations or have the data displayed as text
right on the model much like PMI information would be
displayed. Also the information can be retrieved and dis-
played as text in a reporting window if no visualization
method is desired.

As an example, if a User has several datasets such as
performance andmanufacturing data concerning a wing.
Those datasets could be embedded into awingmodel and
the user can bring up all the information concerning the
wing stress or the wing wear and display the locations
of where that data is located on the CAD model as well
as obtain the information in text format. This would be
done all within the CAD package that the user already
has experience with. The user could also embed addi-
tional data setswhich include attributes about thatmodel,
such as wear rate and residual stress frommanufacturing,
and be able to save and share that file with colleagues.

The user’s colleague could then use the software solu-
tion to see what is already embedded in the model with
simple exploration tools, such as a drop-down box which
shows data from attributes embedded into that model,
and use the software solution to automatically create a
visualization to better see the desired data.

3.3. Software overview

The plug-in was created to work with the API of a spe-
cific CAD package but the architecture of the plug-in was
developed so that API differences between CAD pack-
ages could be swapped out in order to allow this plug-in
to be brought to other CAD packages in the future. At the
current time the plug-in itself can only read csv, comma
separated value, or Excel files. The plug-in itself is inca-
pable of reading CAD files and it is only able to interact
with CAD data by running within a CAD package.

In order for a user to embed data into a desired model
the user must load the plug-in into the same environ-
ment with the desired part file. In general it is assumed
that users will have large amounts of data saved and so
the user can use the automated data import option, Fig. 4
(a), of the plug-in to bring in data found in text, excel
or other formats. The user also has the ability to use the
3D CAD model as a physical clickable index, Fig. 4 (b),
to embed data on a specific surface location. If the user
wishes to embed datamanually with in themodel instead
of on its surface the user can use the specific coordinate
embedding method, Fig. 4 (c).

Under normal operation the plug-in will embed the
data into themodel and themodel will looks like its origi-
nal unmodified state, Fig. 5 (a). The user will receive noti-
fication from the plug-in when the embedding process
has been completed and from there the user can choose
different visualization methods to aid in understanding
of the data embedded such as Fig. 5 (b) which shows
the location of embedded data by displaying markers of
where the data is located.

After data has been embedded into the model, or a
CADmodel is opened which already has data embedded

Figure 4. Embedding methods available in the plug-in. (a) Automated data embedding method, (b) Manual data embedding using 3D
model as interactive index, and (c) Manual data embedding using specific coordinates.
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Figure 5. CAD model pre and post plug-in use. (a) A CAD model
before having data embedded into it, (b) The same model after
having data embedded into it and with a visualization method
applied to the data.

in it, the user can load the Data Exploration window of
the plug in, Fig. 6 (a). From within this plug-in win-
dow the user will have several tools to search for data
embedded in the model as well as select different visual-
ization, reporting and data computational methods. The
Data Exploration window has the ability for the user to
type in search words for the plug-in to find or the user
can use the plug-in’s automated keyword boxes which
generates property information from the embedded data
found in the model, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). When a user
types in search words the system looks for those key-
words in the embedded Attribute Markers. It is possible
for the user to search for partial keywords. In the case that
the model is embedded with data concerning “Surface
Roughness” and “Surface Wear” a user could search for
“Surface” and the plug in would provide details for both
types of Attribute Markers. The plug-in primarily uses a
window to display text, Fig. 6(c), to communicate with
the user. This method is used to alert the user of tasks

that the plug-in is processing, it displays completed tasks,
reports errors found, suggests solutions to errors as well
outputs desired data on screen in a simple to read format.

A user can easily see data of interest by using the
Data Exploration window and selecting a simple visual-
ization option such as highlighting the data in the desired
range with a desired color, such as the example shown in
Fig. 7(a) which could illustrate the location of a crack on
a CAD model. The user can also combine different visu-
alizations techniques such as in Fig. 7(b) where a user
could load thewear rates that they havemapped of a given
product and have that information displayed on the CAD
model. The use of tags to see where the data exists may
not reveal much to a user however a combination of visu-
alization methods may provide a better in sight. In the
example bellow in Fig. 7(b) a user has colors to indicate
when the value of a given property, in this case part wear,
has passed a given acceptable range as well as have that
data create spheres that grow in size to indicate how large
that value is.

Once the user is done using the plug-in, the user saves
any desired work or changes to the file using the same
method that is normally used by the CAD package, such
as saving in to an NFF or via the native format pro-
vided by the CAD package. The plug-in has shutdown
detectionsmechanisms tomake sure it safely shuts down.
Shutting down of the CADpackage or of the plug-in win-
dow will trigger the internal shutdownmechanism of the
plug-in.

In the example shown in Fig. 7 only one attribute, data
for wear rate, is being explored and visualized but a pos-
sible use case could be that the user embeds different
types of datasets containing any quantity of attributes
into the CADmodel and simultaneously visualize all the

Figure 6. Data Exploration options available in the plug-in. (a) The main search engine with multiple data exploration methods as well
as data manipulation and visualization options, (b) A close up of the plug-in’s automated keyword search tool, (c) One of the basic data
visualization methods.
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Figure 7. Combined visualizationmethod exploring the property values of wear rate. (a) This visualizationmethod changes the color of
the datamarkers a user is interested in viewing. (b) The visualization technique takes into account a rate of wear and then assigns a color
and shape determined by the value in that property.

Figure 8. Plug-in workflow diagram.

different types of attributes. As an example, a user could
embed “Nastran Stress Analysis” data into a model and
embed “Customer ReportedMeasured Stress”.With both
datasets in the CAD model a user could compare them
by assigning different colors to each type of attribute and
viewing both on the same model. If it is difficult to see
both datasets on top of each other the user could decide
to just visualize the extreme value ranges on both data
sets, with each attribute being a different color. A user
could also decide to just view where “Customer Reported
Measured Stress” matches the “Nastran Stress Analysis”
or where they differ.

The overview diagram seen in Fig. 8 illustrates the
general workflow of how a user would interact with the
plug-in.

The workflow diagram seen in Fig. 8 illustrates the
ecosystem that the user would be working in. As it can
be seen from Fig. 8 the plug-in attempts to aid the user
digestion of knowledge datasets by supplementing the
capabilities of the CAD package. In the much larger
PLM ecosystem any software package will be able to save
and track the CAD model, with embedded information,
just like it normally does with regular models, without
embedded information.
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3.4. Data validation

Several tests were run to see if the methods implemented
allowed data to be embedded and accessed without data
corruption. The methodology employed is one we will
refer to as a round-trip. The methodology is to create a
file, which is composed of a part, then save that file using
the native format provided by the CAD package and see
if data is changed using the basic saving method. The
file with the original part is also saved using an NFF and
checked when the NFF is reimported to the CAD see if
data has changed. This will give us our base line of what
normally happens within that CAD package. The goal
is to have methodology to embed our data in which the
data will not become corrupted or change in value when
it is saved into the native CAD package format or when
it is saved to an NFF and reimported back in. In order to
check the base line of howfiles are handled a part was cre-
ated and then that parts density, volume, area and mass
were recorded. The part was then saved in the native file
format of that CAD package and in a new instance of the
CAD package the saved part was loaded in to see if load-
ing a natively made part suffers any data loss or errors. It
was determined that a part saved into the CAD packages
native format and retrieved by the same CAD package
does not suffer any data errors, all four measured pieces
of information remained constant. However when that
same part is saved out to a neutral file format, such as
STEP, and then imported into the same CAD package
errors in the part data are detected. The density of the
part remained the same as the originally created part yet
the volume, area and mass of the part began to be altered
by that CAD package. In the tests, the errors remained
under 1% difference from the originally created part and
the loaded NFF part.

After having the base line of what we could expect
we took the same created part and embedded data into
the model then the same round-trip tests are run. When
importing in a saved file which has embedded data in
the native CAD package format there was no change in
any of the measured fields as well as there was no change
in the data that was embedded. The embedded data and
the location it was placed in remained unchanged. Then
the part with the embedded data was exported to the
NFF format and the NFF was imported back into a new
instance of that CAD package. While we saw the same
error appear in the volume, area and mass of the part,
such as with our base line round-trip tests. However,
the embedded data did not suffer any error. The loca-
tion and data that was embedded was untouched and
remained identical to what was originally embedded.
This NFF with embedded data was then imported into
a different CAD package and what was seen is that the

embedded data was also not altered in the other CAD
package.

3.5. Plug-in applications

The software developed is capable of storing data in the
computer-aided design model, and searching through
this data. This is the primary use of the tool developed,
and its application in this realm is significant. This plug-
in is currently best suited for structured data sets that
relate to locations in the computer aided design model.
This sectionwill run through potential applications of the
tool, evaluate its relationship to the digital twin and one
use case that is currently being conducted.

The most significant application of the tool is for
the storage of critical behavioral information. Critical
behavioral information is information that will directly
affect the effectiveness of the product. The critical behav-
ior information dataset should be a structure dataset,
because the tool is incapable of storing unstructured
datasets. An example use would be after an analysis phase
the analysis information, which is deemed critical to
product behavior, can be structured and stored within
the computer-aided design model. Now the enhanced
computer-aided design tool acts as a simpler interface
for the query of critical behavioral information. This may
provide insight into potential issues that may have been
overlooked prior, or simply allow for easy query and
retrieval of behavioral information. Using the computer-
aided designmodel as an index for information that has a
spatial component provides significant value to the con-
sumers of the information, and connects information of
disparate roles through a common interface.

A second opportunity for the use of the computer-
aided design model is through machines. Machines need
different forms of communication then humans. Typi-
cally visual formats are a less effective method for com-
munication to machines, and although the data is stored
in the computer-aided design model as a visual point,
it is also in the file structure. What this means is that
a machine is capable of reading in the information that
is stored within the computer-aided design model. An
example of potential application for this is a machining
simulation communicates through the computer-aided
design model the predicted residual stress throughout
a product in process. The machine can now make a
decision for its operation in response to the probable
residual stress within that product. This type of auto-
mated machine decision making can provide significant
improvements to the product lifecycle.

The machine example, and the storage and query of
critical information are examples of potential applications
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Figure 9. Model of a product as part of the product lifecycle.

for this software. They are not the sole possibilities, but
are meant to communicate that this type of application
could be of significant value. This software opens new
doors for the integration of data and models through-
out the product lifecycle, and lays a foundation for a
digital twin. Fig. 9 is a representation of the complexity
of the product lifecycle environment. There are a sig-
nificant number of relationships through an enterprise
which affect the final product. In order for the digital twin
to be successful there is a need to identify the product
lifecycle elements which need associations or integration.
Ultimately all aspects of a product may indeed be unified,
but in the short term it will be more attainable to create
integrations based on the value.

Currently, this tool is being applied to a recently com-
pleted Foundational Engineering Problem which tackled
the manufacture of Ni-based super alloy turbine disks.
The tool will be used to visualize the bulk residual stress
as a result of the forging.

3.6. Summary

This research extended the model-based definition to
incorporate behavior and product characteristics directly
into the computer-aided design model. The objective
was to demonstrate that behavioral information could
be incorporated into model-based definition through
the computer-aided design model. The implementation
section outlines the solution that was created to extend
the MBD framework, and demonstrates that behavioral
information can augment any CAD package. The back-
ground section extends the theory behind MBD in that
shape alone should not constitute the definition of a prod-
uct rather that the product is a multifaceted concept

Figure 10. CADmodel acts as an index for information.

composed of a many domains of knowledge that should
be brought together to work in tandem. The digital twin
should not simply be a replica of the physical object, but
also augment the definition of the physical product.

The tool developed enables the use of the computer-
aided design model, as an index for information. This
reflects the integration of multiple models for the digital
twin, by providing ease of access to information pertinent
to the part in focus. Furthermore, the part itself enables
data analytics via its geometry. Through visualizations
which set normally distinct datasets against the geometry,
and each other new insight is possible. This tool enables
an aspect of the digital twin, by integrating information
into a more holistic repository. A graphic which describe
how the enhanced model enables the digital twin can be
seen in Fig. 10.

4. Conclusion

The objective of this research was to extend the 3D-CAD
model through behavioral information. The solution
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developed achieved this, and provided insight into the
benefits of such a solution. Through interaction with
experts, the researchers were able to identify the potential
value of an extended CAD model. The value was being
able to search between and among datasets, visualiza-
tion of the data sets, and downstream human or machine
consumption of extended information. An extended 3D-
CAD model will continue to be developed, and this
research represents foundational work in the utilization
of behavior in the CAD model to create a digital twin.
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